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opportunity he began to study art. He received three years'
training in a technician, and is now teaching, very proud .that
he can help the workers' children.
I did not visit any schools of drama for children, so can say
nothing about them. One very critical note I have to make. This
concerns the singing, I heard no good singing by children. The
children shouted far too much. This was particularly so in a
children's home I visited, and in a Forest School. This is probably
due to the lack of good music teachers, but may also be due to
the Russians' love of noise.
The Children's Theatre1 deserves a book to itself, so important
is it, and so widespread its influence. The idea of a children's
theatre in which the actors should be adults, and perform seri-
ously, was first started by a young girl of fourteen and a half,
Natalie Satz, in 1918. The early struggles, with lack of accom-
modation, heating, suitable plays, makes amusing reading in
retrospect, but at the time it was almost tragic. A doctor wrote
a play for children in which the characters were the intestines
and stomach, and the action took place in the mouth. A play-
wright adapted a tale from the Arabian Nights and presented the
children with the faithless wife, her lovers, etc.—hardly suitable
for children who were to be trained as Communists. Years of
perseverance and hard work have brought the Moscow Children's
Theatre to a very high level.
In 1922 Professor Bryantsev organised the Children's Theatre
in Leningrad. Having overcome similar difficulties, the Lenin-
grad Children's Theatre has reached an equally high level,
though in a slightly different way from Natalie Satz's. The
children's theatre movement generally is based on Professor
Bryantsev's work, and owes much to his enthusiasm, to his
wide intellectual outlook, to his fine artistic perception, as well
as to the work of Natalie Satz. In the U.S.S.R. it is a serious
movement, not a philanthropic venture in which actors have to
parfckipate between rehearsal and performance at their own
* It serves children from eight to eighteen years.

